
Winch Mount 
Installation Instructions
2012-13 Yamaha Grizzly 300 2x4 

Part Number:  60-8744 
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Part# Description
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1514-01
HDW2050
HDW7058
HDW2150

Winch Mount Plate
5/16" x 3/4" Hex Bolts
5/16” Nylock Nuts
5/16“ x 1-3/4” U-Bolt

INSTRUCTIONS:

1.  Remove the bolts holding the middle and bottom of the front bumper to the frame.  This will allow you to pull the bumper out 
     away from the frame a few inches to get the mount in place.
2.  Set the winch mount in place on top of the plate on the bumper.  The front holes in the plate will line up with the holes in the 
     bumper.  Reinstall the bumper to the frame with the bolts removed in step 1.
3.  Place a u-bolt around each main frame tube and into the back of the winch mount.  Make sure the mount is level on the bumper 
     and secure with two 5/16” x 1-3/4” u-bolts (#4) and 5/16” nylock nuts (#3).  If using a 2-bolt pattern winch you may need to cut 
     off the excess threads.
4.  Slide your winch into place on the plate from the side of the machine.  For 4 bolt pattern winches: Bolt the front of the winch to 
     the mount/machine from the bottom using the bolts supplied with your winch.  You must go from the bottom up through the 
     bumper, the winch mount, and into the winch.  The two rear bolts will simply bolt up through the winch mount and into the winch.  
     For 2 bolt pattern winches:  Bolt the front of the winch mount to the bumper using two 5/16” x 3/4” hex bolts (#2) and 5/16” 
     nylock nuts (#3).  Align your winch over the two center holes in the winch mount and bolt in place using the hardware supplied 
     with your winch.  The winch will be very close to the bolts securing the mount to the bumper. 
5.  Install your roller fairlead (not included) to the winch mount using two 5/16" x 3/4" hex bolts (#2) and 5/16" nylock nuts (#3).  
     If using a wire rope with an aluminum hawse you may require different hardware to attach the hawse.  Check with the winch 
     manufacturer for the correct hardware. 
6.  Using the instructions provided with the winch, wire accordingly.

FOR QUESTIONS REGARDING YOUR ORDER OR RETURNS CONTACT THE COMPANY YOU PURCHASED FROM.
FOR TECHNICAL OR INSTALLATION QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL THE MANUFACTURER:  763-689-4800


